Patient setup verification procedure for a portal image in a computed radiography system with a high-resolution liquid-crystal display monitor.
In our conventional visual inspection for setup verification, we have routinely used a console monitor of a CR system and a monitor of a treatment-planning system (i.e., the separate-monitor method) in order to avoid the need for CR portal-film generation. However, the separate-monitor method provided insufficient precision in detecting setup errors. We devised a setup verification procedure that uses a high-resolution liquid-crystal display monitor (i.e., the single-monitor method). Our objective in the present study was to evaluate the precision of the single-monitor method. These two methods were compared in terms of the precision of visual inspection. The single-monitor method was significantly superior to the separate-monitor method in sensitivity and in the magnitude of the discrepancy that could not be detected. The single-monitor method provides higher precision in visual inspection than does the separate-monitor method, and is a useful verification procedure.